Abstract. The Semantic Web is a decentralized forum on which anyone can publish structured data or extend and reuse existing data. This inherent openness of the Semantic Web raises questions about the trustworthiness of the data. Data is usually deemed trustworthy based on several factors including its source, users' prior knowledge, the reputation of the source, and the previous experience of users. However, as rules are important on the Semantic Web for checking data integrity, representing implicit knowledge, or even defining policies, additional factors need to be considered for data that is inferred. Given an existing trust measure, we identify two trust axes namely data and rules and two trust categories namely content-based and metadata-based that are useful for trust assignments associated with Semantic Web data. We propose a meta-modeling framework that uses trust ontologies to assign trust values to data, sources, rules, etc. on the Web, provenance ontologies to capture data generation, and declarative rules to combine these values to form different trust assessment models. These trust assessment models can be used to transfer trust from known to unknown data. We discuss how AIR, a Web rule language, can be used to implement our framework and declaratively describe assessment models using different kinds of trust and provenance ontologies.
Introduction
The rise of the Semantic Web and Linked Data, and the machine-understandable interlinked data they promise, has led to an increased reuse of data. Vocabularies such as RDF Schema (RDFS) [7] and the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [2, 25] have been developed to enable consumers of Semantic Web data to exchange data with some knowledge of the meaning of this data, allowing not only for the reuse of data, but the reuse of schemas and terminology as well.
Given the inherent openness of the Semantic Web, where anyone can say anything, the reliability and usefulness of web data depends on evaluating its trustworthiness. Users need to make decisions about their subjective belief of whether the data is true; such decisions may be based on a number of factors, including which sources to rely on, their prior knowledge, the reputation of the source, and their experience [1] . However, trust assessment becomes challenging when the consumers of this data are applications and agents. In order to automate the assignment of "truthfulness" or trustworthiness measures, it must be possible for trust values to be associated with different aspects of the data such as the actual content of the data, the data sources, recency of updates, the schemas being used, and the creator, and for these, trust values be combined together to evaluate trust in the actual data. For example, there might be multiple Friend Of a Friend (FOAF) 3 files for Tim Berners-Lee that describe his social profile in Resource Description Framework (RDF), but the one that is most trusted is the one available at the W3C website. This is because the trustworthiness of the source, W3C, is higher than that of the other sources. Different trust levels may also be assigned to sources relative to their contents. For example, a hospital may be trusted with information about a potential virus outbreak but may not be trusted with respect to its economic predictions. We suggest that the trust associated with any Web data is some combination of these different trust values associated with the content of the data as well as meta-data about the data such as its source, creator, etc.
Rules are often used with Semantic Web data to check its integrity or represent implicit knowledge as well as to define policies and business logic. As the machine-understandability of Semantic Web data encourages the use of this data by software agents, mechanisms for the automated evaluation of inferred data becomes important. The trustworthiness of inferred data may be evaluated from its provenance, metadata describing how data came to be known. This provenance could be as simple as the source of the data or contain the entire deduction trace. These justifications or deduction traces may provide detailed provenance information, including the data sources, facts used, and rules applied, to allow the evaluation of the particular result. Any number of reasons may exist to assign different levels of trust in a rule or rule set (or the derivations produced therefrom), including differing levels of expertise, familiarity with domain knowledge, or even malicious intent. Thus, the ability to assign or determine a level of trust in a rule and its conclusions are required for trust on the Semantic Web. In case of inferred data, the trust value is a combination of trust values associated with its data as well as its rules that in turn can be calculated from the trust associated with their content as well as meta-data.
In this paper we focus on developing models that involve non-statistical functions to assess trust in Semantic Web data in terms of the content and meta-data (source, creator, recency, provenance, reputation, etc.) of data and rules. Along with the trust values associated with the data used, we propose that the trust assignments of rules used in data generation is an important factor in the trust evaluation of the generated data. We suggest that there are two main trust categories for Semantic Web data from which different trust assessment models may be derived: content-based trust and metadata-based trust. In contentbased trust, we derive our trust values from the contents of the data or rule itself. The metadata-based trust category is more helpful when calculating trust based on circumstantial facts about the data or rule such as reputation assignments, user ratings, and provenance, rather than the content itself. We propose a meta-modeling framework that uses trust ontologies to assign metadata-based and content-based trust values to data, sources, rules, etc. on the Web, provenance ontologies to capture justification/deduction traces, and declarative rules to combine these values to form different trust assessment models. We show how this meta-modeling system can be used to define a range of trust assessment strategies in AIR, a Semantic Web rule language. This paper is structured as follows: we begin by introducing existing work dealing with trust on the Web. In Section 3, we discuss trust problems on the Semantic Web and discuss different possible trust representations and assessment strategies. The next section provides an overview of the AIR language. In Section 5 we describe how AIR can be used for different trust assessment strategies on the Web. Section 6 identifies the contributions of our work and finally, Section 7 provides a summary and directions for future work.
Related Work
Well-known trust management systems such as PolicyMaker [19] , KeyNote [6] , REFEREE [8] , and Delegation Logics [17] view trust management as an authorization problem. That is, they define mechanisms for inferring whether a requester (software or human agent) is permitted to perform a certain action or access a certain resource based on a set of constraints defined by the action/data owner. Our goals are different in that we look at the role of trust in rule based reasoning. Our framework is focused on expressing trustworthiness of data on the open Web, evaluating trustworthiness of inferred data and on allowing mechanisms for decisions based off trust and trust computations to be declaratively specified. [22, 11, 12, 16] discuss how trust values for users and data sources can be computed. Richardson et al. enable users to maintain trust for other users and provide functions to merge these values into trust values for all users by leveraging the path of trust between users [22] . Kuter et al. allow users to maintain trust values or trust estimates for data sources and provide a probabilistic technique to use that information to compute a trust estimate for a data source [16] . Our approach can be thought of as a meta-modeling approach that allows different trust frameworks to be declaratively developed and possibly combined. It provides a rule language, mechanisms for accessing the Web and cryptographic, math, string and other related functions that may be used to specify how trust is assigned and calculated.
The WIQA framework [5] is also related to the trust assessment framework that we've developed using AIR, however, it is much simpler. The WIQA framework allows RDF data to be filtered according to policies expressed as graph patterns (Please refer to Section 3.3 for more information about patterns) and provides an explanation for this filtering by identifying the matched patterns. Our framework supports more than just filtering as graph patterns are part of rule definitions and filtered data take part in some rule based reasoning. Furthermore, data may be filtered not just based on some patterns but also based on trust assigned (or assessed) to data as well as patterns.
SAOR [13] and Straccia et al. [24] incorporate trust in rule based reasoning. They employ different trust representations and use trust differently. While Straccia et al. assume that every triple is annotated with trust (and other annotations such as fuzziness), SAOR doesn't consider trust valuation of triples in isolation. At the rule application time, trust on a triple is evaluated based on what it is being used to prove, and the trust value is binary, i.e. a triple is either considered authoritative for that instance of rule application or is not used for derivation. In contrast every triple is used for derivation in the framework proposed by Straccia et al. and the inferred triples are associated with trust derived from that of triples required for inferring it. AIR reasoner is not trust aware in the sense that SAOR and the framework proposed by Straccia et al. are, but we show that the language features of AIR give a lot of freedom to reason about knowledge base annotated with trust. In the approach proposed, the trust valuations are incorporated in the rule conditions and may be used for different affects. For instance a pattern with trust smaller than 7 may be rejected for one rule, and accepted with lower trust value of 6 for other (because it is rejected for trust value less than 5). Furthermore, we treat rules as part of the knowledge that people may have varying degrees of trust.
Semantic Web and Trust
The reliability and usefulness of Web data depends on evaluating its trustworthiness, the subjective measure of the belief which a user has that the data is "true". Our approach supports the vision provided by the Semantic Web layercake 4 by building trust out of rules about provenance and proofs/justifications related to data on the Semantic Web. Thus, in order to better understand how trust might be modeled in the Semantic Web, it is important to understand the underlying concepts employed by the Resource Description Framework (RDF), which serves as the foundation for all Semantic Web data.
Resource Description Framework (RDF)
Resource Description Framework (RDF) is the data modeling framework for the Semantic Web and it uses 3-tuples, or triples, to represent facts. RDF is described in more detail in [3] , but we will proceed to give a short outline below.
Each triple in an RDF model consists of a subject, predicate, and object, much like the subject, predicate, and object of a natural language sentence. For example, one possible triple representing the rating of a movie, :citizenkane :stars "5".
5 , consists of a subject :citizenkane, a predicate :stars and an object "5". Triples may also be thought of as logical predicates taking two arguments, such as stars(citizenkane, 5).
In the RDF data model, each triple may be thought of as a directed edge in a labelled RDF graph, where the subject and object are nodes in the graph, and the predicate is a labelled edge. Nodes may be uniquely identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), and thus, subjects and objects may be specified by a URI. Nodes may also be made anonymous, without such an identifier. Such anonymous nodes are called blank nodes, or bnodes.
Predicates are also identified by a URI. Unlike subjects and objects, however, these URIs do not identify a unique edge, but rather identify the type/meaning of the edge linking the two entities. Objects may also be a literal, that is, a string or a simply-typed object (such as an integer or date), but these do not uniquely identify a node.
Models of Trust for the Semantic Web
When speaking of a trust metric, T (a quantitative measurement of trust), which is applicable to the RDF data derived from rules, we must ground such trust in the two inputs needed to draw such conclusions: trust in the data from which the conclusion was drawn, T (f ), and trust in the rule which generated the conclusion, T (r). These two axes of trust are independent of each other, but must be considered together in order to draw a meaningful idea of the trust that may be placed in any conclusions.
If we consider rules to be black boxes, we must necessarily separate trust in rules from trust in data in this way. Any inferences generated by a rule may be generated locally or by a third party in exactly the same way. Because inferences may be generated by an unknown third party, it is difficult to offer strong guarantees about the trust of any inferences made. RDF and rule systems do not innately have any semantics pertaining to trust, and, as trust is subjective in any case, it is difficult to offer any universal guarantees in how input data might be used or how output data might be generated in order to determine the level of trust that might apply to a particular inferred fact. Thus, as in certain modal logics of trust, we must ground the degree of trust in the output data in the degree of trust we have in the particular rule which generated that particular data [18] .
Similarly, provenance-based approaches to trust evaluation necessarily consider the "paths" by which data came to be (i.e. from whom data came from, as well as the processes which generated them, which may include rule systems) [9] . Thus, when calculating the trust in a derived fact, we must necessarily consider the trust in the rule which generated the conclusion, T (r) in any meta-modeling system capable of assessing trust.
Furthermore, as rules may depend on external knowledge to create conclusions, our trust in these conclusions must, necessarily, be no greater than our trust in this input knowledge. This differs from our trust in rules in much the same way that a quantitative process or algorithm may generate precise results without necessarily being accurate (perhaps due to some bias in the input data). Thus, while a trusted rule may generate reliable output data (i.e. it is precise), the output data may only be reliable for other purposes to the extent that the input data is reliable (i.e. its results may not be accurate).
Although both axes should be considered when determining whether or not to trust a conclusion, the trust model used for drawing such conclusions may vary from one "invocation" of a rule to the next. The trust model used for one axis may differ from that used for the other, but both generally must consist of a synthesis of two different categories of trust: content-based trust, and metadata-based trust [10, 5] .
In content-based trust, we derive our trust values from the contents of the facts asserted. Thus, any metric T would be defined in terms of one or more facts, f ∈ F, the set of all facts known. For example, one trust metric might determine trust in external statements about the actors in certain movies if the source happens to agree with certain statements about the directors of the movies known a priori (T ∼ |F known ∩ F source |). Similarly, one might place a higher trust value on statements which use a well-defined and well-used ontology rather than an ill-defined one (T ∼ ∀ f ∈Fsource predicate(f )).
Metadata-based trust is more helpful when calculating trust based on circumstantial facts about the data, rather than facts in the data itself. Each fact f ∈ F may be considered to have a vector of corresponding "metadata" facts M (f ) which describe additional information regarding the fact, such as authorship, creation times, data sources, and other such derivative data. Metadatabased trust subsumes all data that might describe a given fact, including the provenance of the fact and any user-generated trust values or ratings of the source from which the fact is derived. Any of these metadata-facts may then be used to calculate T .
For example, one may have a higher trust value in statements made by one's friends than those made by arbitrary people (T ∼ M source (f )). Such a trust value depends not on the data being said, but rather on the source of the data. Similarly, if, during a science experiment, a bad sensor is identified and replaced, different trust values may be assigned to the data recorded at different times in the experiment (T ∼ time − M time (f )). In this case, the trust value depends on the time data was collected, M time (f ), rather than in the data itself (which may have no information indicating its accuracy or lack thereof).
Content-based trust and metadata-based trust may be synthesized in any number of ways to create a trust metric. For example, we may trust statements made about the actors of the movie to a different degree from statements about the creators of the movie. In constrast, metadata-based trust allows us to assign different trust values to statements made by the creators of the movie, Avatar, separate from statements made by the actors of the movie. Thus content-based trust is associated with the statements themselves whereas metadata-based trust may be based on facts related to the statements such as their authors.
As mentioned previously, these two trust categories apply not only to the facts that caused the deduction of new facts, but also to the rules themselves. For example, we may have metadata-based trust in a rule and be able to trust rules that deduce information about a movie's rating that have been written by a movie critic, but not necessarily the same rules written by a director interested in promoting his own movies.
Any language seeking to be used for the purpose of calculating trust in rules or using trust levels to make deductions must be able to model trust metrics not only based on the rules and facts, but it should be able to synthesize trust values based on both metadata about the data, and the data itself. We believe that the AIR rule language is capable of doing so, and we will illustrate this in the following sections.
Possible Trust Representations in RDF
Given any trust measure, there are numerous ways trust assignments may be made using RDF. One of the simplest ways to declare binary trust is by defining two classes of trust such as Trusted and UnTrusted and declare URIs, sources, rules, or any resource, to be one or the other. We demonstrate such a model in example (a) in Figure 1 , where Isabel trusts two resources, :RobertEbert and :Karl, but does not trust the resource identified by the URI, <http://example.org/critix.n3>.
The above trust assignment is simple and only allows users to classify resources as trusted or not. In order to have finer grained trust values, it is possible to define a property such as trustvalue and use it to assign values (either quantitative or qualitative) to resources. This property can also be used to model fuzzy RDF where triples are annotated with a degree of truth in [0, 1] as defined by Straccia et al. [24] . For example, 'Rome is a big city to degree 0.8' can be repre- Instead of using a quantitative approach as above, an alternate approach would be to create properties for every discrete type of trust possible such as the model for social networks proposed by Golbeck et al. [12] . Golbeck defines individual properties for different trust relationship between users -distrusts absolutely, distrusts highly, distrusts moderately, distrusts slightly, trusts neutrally, trusts slightly, trusts moderately, trusts highly, and trusts absolutely. In example (c) from Figure 1 
Fig. 1. Trust Representations
Additionally, it is possible to trust certain sources or documents with certain information but not all information they contain. For example, a hospital may be trusted with information about a potential virus outbreak but may not be trusted with respect to its economic predictions. This could be modeled in Notation 3 (Please refer to Section 4.1 for more information about Notation 3) in several ways, one of which is to use quoted formulae [4] . A property, istrustedwith is defined whose object is of type TrustInfo and is associated with data sources. The TrustInfo class has two properties tpattern and tval. The tpattern is a graph pattern that describes the facts that are trusted from that particular source. The tval is similar to the trustvalue property and is a trust value associated with all those facts that match the (graph) pattern. The example (d) in Figure 1 shows how these properties are defined and Isabel's trust declaration states that she assigns a quantitative trust value of 95 to all statements made about :RogerEbert described in document <http://example.org/critix.n3>.
AIR Web Rule Language
AIR is made up of a set of built-in functions and two independent ontologiesthe first is for the specification of AIR rules, and the second deals with describing justifications for the inferences made by AIR rules [14] . The built-in functions allow rules to access (Semantic) Web resources, query remote RDF databases, as well as to perform basic math, string and cryptographic operations. We describe the syntax and functionality of the AIR language and the Rule ontology next. The AIR justification ontology is derived from PML [20] and customized for AIR reasoning, and is described in detail at [15] . However, we will use only the PML vocabulary in the paper, as the specifics of AIR reasoning are not important. 
Syntax
AIR extends Notation 3 (N3) [3] , a syntax based on the RDF abstract syntax. N3 makes use of a number of basic concepts from RDF, including the concept of triples. N3 extends RDF's abstract syntax by adding formula quoting, which allows for RDF Graphs to be treated as subjects or objects, and variable quantification. Figure 2 provides some examples of N3 statements. Please refer to http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/Primer for an overview of N3.
AIR uses N3's formula quoting and variable quantification to describe graph patterns, which are similar to the Basic Graph Pattern (BGP) of SPARQL queries 6 , that are to be matched before rules may fire.
Rule Ontology
The AIR rule vocabulary consists of several key classes and properties. Beliefrule is a class of resources representing the set of all rules. These rules may then have the properties if , then, and else associated with them to represent the N3 pattern to be matched, and the actions to take if the pattern matches, or does not match, respectively. then and else actions may be described in terms of the facts they assert (using the assert property) or the rules they cause to match next (using the rule property). If the graph pattern or condition matches the current state of the world, defined as the facts known or inferred to be true so far, then all the actions IsabelWatchRule implicitly encodes content-based trust into the rule by explicitly trusting all stated 5-star ratings to the full degree without regard to how the ratings were generated or who stated them. Although there is no reliance on trust values of the statement or its pattern itself, it is the same as if complete trust was placed in all such statements.
Trust Assessment Framework
Our trust assessment framework is not restricted to any specific trust measure such as reputation, degree of truth, or completeness. As long as the trust assignment can be captured in RDF, it can be used by our framework. However, it is up to the user developing the trust assessment model to ensure that the semantics associated with different trust assignments is maintained when combining different trust values.
In this section we show how our framework can be used to evaluate trust in a movie recommendation scenario. Assume that a movie streaming service, WebCinema, offers several different methods of movie recommendations to its clients. Isabel, a member of WebCinema, uses one of WebCinema's metrics, which recommends movies that have at least one five-star rating. WebCinema permits users to select the critics giving the five-star ratings, so as to ignore reviews from critics users disagree with, and Isabel has chosen to make use of this feature. Some of WebCinema's customers may create their own rules which merge the results of several of WebCinema's built-in rules. Karl uses WebCinema's ratingbased rules as part of his decision making process, but does not entirely trust them. Karl may wish to only partially trust WebCinema's ratings-based rules, depending additionally on the trust he places on the facts used by the rules to make recommendations.
For this scenario, we assume that trust declarations are made using the istrustedwith property, where we trust a source with respect to certain data, and the trustvalue property, where we associate a trust value with a resource, as defined in Section 3.3. The rule in Figure 5 , :IsabelWatchRule, uses metadatabased trust and assigns trust to sources of data with respect to watch recommendations and creators of data. The rule looks for patterns referring to watch recommendations in sources whom she trusts more than 75 with the specified pattern { :VARIABLE s:rec s:Watch . }. If the source contains this information, the rule calculates trust for this new information based on her trust in the source and the creator of the data and recommends that she watch it if the trust is greater than 80.
As AIR is a general purpose reasoner, AIR rules can be written to consume these trust declarations and combine them in different ways in order to compute trust values for data or inferences of interest. IsabelWatchRule as defined in Figure 4 uses metadata-based trust and assigns trust to critics with respect to watch recommendations. :IsabelWatchRule recommends that Isabel watch a movie if there is a watch recommendation made by a critic with trust value greater than 7. KarlWatchRule uses the trust ontology described in section 3.3 to assign trust to the rules used by WebCinema to generate recommendations. If the average trust in the rule used to generate a watch recommendation and the data used by the rule has a trust value greater than or equal to 7, then the rule recommends that Karl should watch that movie.
As rules themselves could have trust values associated with them, as described in Section 3.3, it is possible to reason about the trustworthiness of rules and use them to deduce trust in the inferences made by them. AIR's support for the air:justifies property allows for the execution of other rules which we may be able to query for trust. The rule :KarlWatchRule in Figure 6 encapsulates such a rule (which synthesizes rule-trust with data-trust); it recommends that Karl watch a movie only if both the rule and data used to justify the recommendation are trusted by Karl with an average trust value greater than or equal to 7.
In :KarlWatchRule, air:justifies is used to run the rules at the URL <http://webcinema.example.com/rules> against some trusted data. The result of this reasoning is stored in the output variable :RULEJUST, which may be used with other built-in functions, like log:includes, to determine not only which facts are asserted by the rules, but also the justifications for such. These justifications may then be used to determine the rules which caused some conclusion to be found to be true and their trust values.
We could use a similar rule to more generally judge the output of rules based on where the output came from. While the above rule checks trust values in the rule and source individually, rules could also be written to expressly generate trust based on properties of the rule or data, as well as the trust measurements themselves (for example, we could check the "author" of a rule to implicitly trust all rules authored by WebCinema, giving their results a high trust value.)
Provenance models such as the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [21] or Provenir [23] are also supported by our framework. OPM and Provenir are highlevel, general-purpose provenance models that may be encoded in RDF and be queried using the AIR language in a manner similar to that shown above. As long as it is possible to identify the URIs of rules used in a particular fact's derivation, one need only express an appropriate pattern which may be used to find and bind the rule's identifier to search for an appropriate trust value for the rule.
For example, content-based trust models may be used together with languages like OPM and Provenir to identify and determine trust in particular products of generic scientific processes. The faulty scientific sensor example discussed in Section 3.2 may be easily implemented in our framework when the provenance is encoded in OPM as can be observed in the sample rule in Fig 
IF
:UNIXTIME math:greaterThan :BadSensorFixedTime .
THEN assert :DATA t:trustvalue 7.
ELSE assert :DATA t:trustvalue 3. Fig. 7 . Deriving trust from OPM provenance: BadSensorRule uses provenance metadata about some datum encoded in OPM to assign trust to the datum depending on the time the data was generated by the faulty sensor.
Contributions
As demonstrated above, our framework has several unique features that make it useful for trust assessment and modeling thanks to its foundation in the Semantic Web. First, its use of the RDF data model and ability to uniquely identify and specify rules allows for the augmentation of existing rulesets with trust data.
Trust values and metrics may be defined separate from the data for which trust is being assigned. This also allows third-party representations of trust, which may not be possible in all trust model implementations. Furthermore, its rulebased nature allows for more nuanced trust-assessment on the web than a simple binary trust model, although binary trust models are also supported.
Although the examples in this paper make use of specific terms for trust and PML and OPM ontologies for provenance, the general principles employed in the motivating use case implementations can be used with any other trust and provenance vocabularies that have an RDF representation. Our framework may serve to construct and evaluate trust metrics in general, regardless of the vocabularies used to encode provenance and trust.
Second, as a generic Semantic Web rule language, AIR is capable of reasoning over several different semantic representations of trust metrics, including straightforward numerical values like that in Figure 7 and trust values assigned on a per-pattern basis, such as in Figure 5 . Thus, existing trust metrics may be integrated with framework needing only a suitable mapping into the RDF data model, and users may thus choose a trust model that best captures their requirements.
Finally, our framework identifies two trust categories, namely content-based and metadata-based, for assigning trust and recognizes that trust in rules is as important as trust in data on the Semantic Web as rules are used frequently to make inferences over Web data. So far as we can tell, there exists no literature regarding these categories or axes of trust within the context of rule systems.
Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we discussed the importance of trust on the Semantic Web and identified two trust axes namely data and rules and two trust categories namely content-based and metadata-based that are useful for trust declarations associated with Semantic Web data. Furthermore, we outlined a meta-modeling trust framework and demonstrated how an implementation of this framework in the AIR Web rule language could be used to develop different trust assessments models.
Though this work demonstrates the usefulness of AIR, it relies on usergenerated rules for handling trust. As part of our future work, we will work on general rules that will handle trust transparently such that users do not need to explicitly know about or handle trust in their systems but will be able to customize these rules to do it for them. We also intend to evaluate the addition of trust as a first-class entity within AIR, potentially adding explicit support for trust in built-in functions. Although the benefits to adding trust as an implicit part of a rules language may be great, it is possible that the flexibility of trust models is preferable to forcing one particular trust model on the language.
